Club Help Guides and Documents
Using Smartphone Apps (electronic scoring)
App Rules
We are more than happy to accept score sheets that have been completed electronically instead of the more usual paper
versions. As a club we are trying to embrace modern technology and we see the use of Smartphone apps by our club members
as a welcome addition to this. Any app must however follow some basic rules that we insist on. This is to ensure the apps used
follow the same enforced rules that we require the paper versions to do.






The app should take no longer to complete than using a paper score pad would do during a session.
The app should not produce any loud audible sounds while being used that can be a disturbance to others
The app should ultimately produce an image or spreadsheet that can be sent electronically to the club for submission to
our records officer.
The produced image or spreadsheet should include the same details as required from a standard paper score sheet.
As for paper score sheets the app must have the ability to accept a verification signature, and this to show on the
produced image or spreadsheet.

All apps should use the following email address for submitting the score(s) gained to the club:

records@wykearchers.co.uk
This address is also the contact email for our club Records Officer should you need to get in touch.

Preferred Apps
Android and Blackberry Smartphone’s
After some research we can recommend the following apps that agree to our rules as set out above.
1) A free app is one called Archery Score Sheets by Tristan Robertson which records your score very well and produces an
emailable zip file containing both an Excel and png version of the score.
2) However we have found that Archery ScorePad by James Dudley is the most suitable, although it is a paid app (at a very
small cost). This app works very well with our rules, and produces an Excel sheet with all the details correctly laid out
and includes the required verification signatures.
Archery ScorePad screenshots

Both apps can be found in the Google Play store to download to your device. Don’t forget to set them to email the scores to our
specific address records@wykearchers.co.uk which our Records Officer monitors.
Apple (iPhone) Smartphone’s
As yet we have not found a suitable app to use with these phones, but we are working on it. Keep an eye on our
Facebook/Twitter and we will let everyone know when we find one that works.
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